THE LOERIES FILM & FILM
CRAFT AWARDS

Over one thousand people from
agencies and production companies
attended the first night of the 2022
Loerie Awards which was dedicated
to creative excellence in Film & Film
Crafts. There were celebrations all
around as the night yielded 43 Loerie
recipients including 3 Gold Loeries in
the main Film category and 5 in the
Film Craft category. This year Kansas
City based Debbi Vandeven, Global

CCO of VMLY&R, presided over the Film
& Film Crafts judging in her role as Jury
President.
The evening started with a dance and
music opening celebrating the unique
culture of The City of the City of Cape
Town before Loeries CEO, Preetesh
Sewraj, took to the stage to set the tone
by explaining how the film industry
creates societal and economic impact
through the delivery of creative film

innovation. Sewraj also introduced
recently elected Loeries Chairperson,
Sibusiso Sitole, CCO and Founder of
The Odd Number. Sitole gave a heartwarming account of early days in
advertising and the impact of the
industry on his life. He also expressed
his goal to ensure that he would be
working to create even greater ties
between the creative community
across Africa and the Middle East.

The 2022 Loeries Film and Film Craft Awards Winners Are…..
- Chicken Licken and Joe Public United for ‘Feel The Fire’ in TV &
Cinema Commercial – above 90s. Click here to view.

- Burger King and M&C Saatchi Abu Dhabi (CMS)
for ‘As Good as the Original’ in TV & Cinema
Commercial – above 90s. Click here to view.
- Volkswagen South Africa and Ogilvy South Africa for “Let’s Go” in TV & Cinema Commercial – above 30s.
Click here to view.

Click here to view more photos from The Loeries Creative Week!
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- Chicken Licken and Romance for ‘Feel The Fire’ in Direction.
Click here to view.

- Volkswagen South Africa and Bioscope
Films for ‘Let’s Go’ in Production Design.
Click here to view.

- Mami Wata and Giant Films for ‘Luck is
Alive’ in Cinematography.
Click here to view.

- Volkswagen South Africa and Ogilvy for
‘Game On’ in Animation.
Click here to view.

- Burger King and M&C
Saatchi
Abu
Dhabi
(CMS) for ‘As Good as the
Original’ in Performance.
Click here to view.

Click here to view more photos from The Loeries Creative Week!

Believe in

South Africa’s

Magic
We are united in our creative
diversity. Play your part and
ignite the fire of imagination
that burns deep within
every South African.

I’m a magic nation
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GOING FOR
GOLD
GOLD AWARD WINNERS
CRAFT GOLD ANIMATION
- VW’s ‘GAME ON’

We are thrilled to have won a Craft

Gold for animation in Film Craft for
our launch of the new Polo in January
this year, said Bridget Harper, Head
of Marketing for Volkswagen South

Africa. When asked why they think it
was considered inspirational, Bridget
said, “The craft that was involved was
out of this world! It makes us proud of
the level of talent available in South
African. It’s truly inspiring.”

GOLD AWARD FOR PRODUCTION DESIGN
- VW ‘LETS GO’

Ogilvy South Africa

built

a whole office in a car park set,
where the whole rooftop came off
and everybody was ripped through
the roof. For this amazing feat they
deservedly won the Gold Award for

Production Design for VW ‘Let’s Go’,
with Lawrence Bishop as the highly
lauded set designer. A comment
from the winning team said, “it was
the practical effects in old school film
making that stood out.”

CRAFT GOLD FOR PERFORMANCE
- BURGER KING ‘AS GOOD AS THE ORIGINAL’

Burger

King’s

plant-based

film ‘As good as the original’ from
M&C Saatchi Abu Dhabi (CMS)
came tops by winning a Craft Gold
in Performance. Ivan Burmeister
represented the whole team saying,
“I feel like the whole film, the writing,

the direction and the choice of cast,
and the agency production, together
worked in a way that could really
deliver.” He added, “it’s a film where
the actor and the performance
shines and delivers the message in a
particular and authentic way.”
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DSTV MEDIA SALES INTERNATIONAL
SEMINAR OF CREATIVITY
To call it a International Seminar
of Creativity doesn’t do it justice.
As Nelson Mandela stood sentinel
at the entrance to City Hall, a
gentleman uttered words that
Mandela might have, “is your brain
ready for knowledge?” We were in for
some of the most groundbreaking,
provocative
creatives
thoughts,
experiences, stories, and wisdom.
Natalie Lam, Jury President of Digital
shared insights on how the simple
things taught her the biggest lessons
career. “It’s all in the detail,” she said.

your courage – question “is it brave
enough?”
Esra Gülmen, Jury Present on Design
working in Berlin, has mastered the
art of perfection in simplicity and says
she’s an artist who is most inspired
when she’s sad and least creative
when she’s happy. She shared her
work that plays on these feelings in a
witty, humorous way.
On post Covid impact, Karen
Onsager-Birch, who was Jury Judge
of Life PR and OOH, shared the
negative followed by the positive
effects Covid had on our lives. This
led her onto her thoughts on creative
disruption and the need for us to
change everything we once knew.

Debbi Vandeven Jury President of
Film and Film Craft used Follow the
Yellow Brick Road as her theme and
The Wizard of Oz as an analogy for
some lessons every creative should
consider.

Monique Nelson, Chair & CEO of UWG
in New York, spoke to the importance
of black creativity, while sharing
the artistry of Lizzo, Burna Boy and
a teaser to the recent film – The

1. Find your brain – get smart before
doing your creative work. 2. Find your
heart – connect emotionally, create
work intentionally for humans. 3. Find

Natalie Lam

Chief Creative Officer, Publicis Groupe
Asia Pacific, Middle East and Africa

Allan Sperling

Executive Head of Content , Showmax,
South Africa

Karin Onsager-Birch

Vice President Creative, Lyft San Francisco
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Women King. This emphasized the
level at which black creativity has
penetrated the creative globe and
it’s not stopping now.
An inspiring woman with 25 years
of agency experience in her back
pocket – Mariana O’Kelly, Jury
President of Radio, wittily shared her
story about how she got to where she
is. She spoke to the post-Babel period
of advertising & communication,
expressing her concerns about how
specific language protocols are
hindering our creativity.
With 20 years of award-winning
experience Allan Sperling, Executive
Head of Content for Showmax, shone
light on the incredible content that is
produced on the African continent.
He shared many works that excited
the audience and amazed people by
illustrating just how much goes into
the production of films. Allan really
proved that ‘it takes a village.’

Monique L. Nelson

Chair and Chief Executive Officer, UWG
New York

Esra Gülmen

Artist and Designer,
Berlin

Mariana O’Kelly

Global ECD, Ogilvy Chicago

Debbie Vandeven
Global CCO, VMLY&R
Kansas City

DSTV MEDIA SALES INTERNATIONAL
SEMINAR OF CREATIVITY

Click here to view more photos from The Loeries Creative Week!
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LOERIES MASTERCLASSES
This

iStore
TECHNOLOGY: WHAT’S NEW AND WHAT’S NEXT?

absorbing

discussion
aimed at IT and Procurement
departments, was about making
technology work for you and
maximum creativity and output
at minimum cost. Sudesh Pillay,
GM of Store Enterprise discussed
key aspects and learnings of
digitising and mobilising your

company.
Apple Business Manager, Robert
Kroger, took a deeper look at total
economic impact of technology
via the Forester reports and why
this is relevant. Brett Kilpatrick,
GM of Store SME Division and
Institute of Advanced Cyber
Defence, focused on tools to
increase security, productivity

and efficiency of SME’s.
Audience
member
Tsidiso
Motsoahae commented, “If we
don’t change the way businesses
and
companies
think
and
provide jobs in South Africa, I
think we stand a big chance of
our creatives being poached by
bigger companies overseas.”

Red & Yellow
Student edition: There’s nothing beta about the Metaverse!
The mysteries of the Metaverse
blew the minds of students at
this special edition of Making
Meaning of the Metaverse at The
Red & Yellow. Important points,
both serious and fun shaped lively
conversations as the students
let off steam with sunset drinks
to DJ tunes and a funky photo
opportunity in a giant teacup.
Head of Marketing Elizabeth Lee
Ming said, “you can’t really have
a discussion about the Metaverse
without talking about ethics.” A
key take from her talk was that
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you can be anyone you want to
be and ways to be a force for
good should be explored. She
cited how the Metaverse could
also bring mobility to people who
may be disabled, for a completely
immersive experience.

VOICE OF THE LOERIES YOUTH
The Loeries Youth Committee
is helping to shape the future
of advertising in Africa and the
Middle East and their 2021 initiative
‘Rewrite the Script’ served as
a rallying cry to the industry
to highlight that the youth are
ready to partner in the fight
to break societal stereotypes.
In partnership with Meta, they

Rewriting the Script

created
a
diversity,
equity
and inclusion (DE&I) Checklist
tool, specifically for the brand
communication industry and
freely available.
Kgaugelo Mokgehle, Loeries Youth
Committee Chairperson and
Creative Writer at TBWA\Hunt
Lascaris, shared her thoughts. “The

DE&I Checklist was conceptualised
to hold individuals and agencies
accountable and send a message
to people outside the industry. It is
a necessary metric for agencies to
measure their progress towards a
more diverse, equitable, inclusive
society.”
You too can be part of this journey.

Click here to view.
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THE LOERIES FILM AND FILM
CRAFT AWARDS
#loeries2022 #createmagic #capetown

@loerieawards
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Click here to view more photos
from The Loeries Creative Week!
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BRAND VOICES FROM
THE LOERIES
“Accenture Song brings to life the unlimited potential of imagination, technology, and
intelligence. We believe in what is possible, what should be and what will be and our
sponsorship of the Student Awards is an example of how we’d like to catalyse the creative
careers of the best young talent in South Africa.” Moagi Bodibe, Marketing Services &
Transformation Lead for Africa.”

“As a platform that aims to inspire creativity and bring joy, we’re thrilled to be part of an
event that celebrates the immense talent coming out of South Africa. TikTok has become
home to a new generation of storytellers that are defining culture across the region. We
can’t wait to showcase some of those innovative campaigns with our partners during the
Loeries Creative Week”. Scott Thwaites, Head of Turkey, Africa & Gaming, Global Business
Solutions, TikTok – METAP.

Creative awards are not a ‘nice to have’. They are an impetus for inspiring excellence in the
broader discipline of marketing. This allows brands and businesses to effectively connect
with current and prospective customers, as they build sustainable value for shareholders.
The Loeries are the most recognisable flagship platform for this critical intervention.
Sydney Nhlanhla Mbhele (CM SA) Loeries Board Member and Group Executive: Brand
Sanlam Limited
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